Abstract. Modern verification commonly models software with Boolean logic and a system of linear inequalities over reals and over-approximates the reachable states of the model with Craig interpolation to obtain, for example, candidates for inductive invariants. Interpolants for the linear system can be efficiently constructed from a Simplex refutation by applying the Farkas' lemma. However, this approach results in the worst case in incompleteness, since Farkas interpolants do not always suit the verification task. This work introduces the decomposed interpolants, a fundamental extension of the Farkas interpolants obtained by identifying and separating independent components from the interpolant structure using methods from linear algebra. We integrate our approach to the model checker Sally and show experimentally that a portfolio of decomposed interpolants results in immediate convergence on instances where state-of-the-art approaches diverge. Being based on the efficient Simplex method, the approach is very competitive also outside these diverging cases.
Introduction
A central task in model checking systems with respect to safety properties [25] consists of proving facts and attempting to generalize the obtained proofs. The generalizations serve as a basis for inductive invariants needed for guiding the search for a correctness proof in approaches such as IC3 [7] and k-induction [27] , both known to scale to the verification of highly complex systems.
Finding good proofs and generalizing them is hard. A widely used approach, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [12, 6] , models a system with propositional logic and a range of first-order logics. Solvers for SMT combine a resolution-based variant of the DPLL-algorithm [11, 10] for propositional logic with decision procedures for first-order logics. A vast range of first-order logics is maintained as part of the SMT-LIB Initiative [5] . What is common to these logics is that their solving requires typically only a handful of algorithms. Arguably, the two most important algorithms are a congruence closure algorithm for deciding quantifierfree equality logic with uninterpreted functions [29] , and a Simplex-based procedure for linear arithmetic over real or rational numbers [15] .
Generalizing proofs to inductive invariants is commonly done by Craig interpolation [9] . Here, the model is split into two parts, say, A and B, resulting in an interpolation problem (A, B). The proof of unsatisfiability for A ∧ B is used to extract an interpolant I, a formula that is defined over the common symbols of A and B, is implied by A, and is unsatisfiable with B. Several interpolants can be computed for a given interpolation problem, and not all of them are useful for proving safety. Typically, this is a phenomenon used to construct a portfolio [18] of interpolation algorithms that is then applied in the hopes of aiding to find the safety proof.
The approaches to interpolation based on Farkas' lemma construct an LRA interpolant by summing all inequalities appearing in A into a single inequality. We call the resulting interpolant the Farkas interpolant. While a single inequality is desirable in some cases, it prevents IC3-style algorithms from converging in other ones [34] . We present how methods from linear algebra can be applied on a Farkas interpolant to obtain decomposed interpolants that do not consist of a single inequality and guarantee the convergence of the model-checking algorithm for some of the cases where Farkas interpolants do not converge. A major advantage of decomposed interpolants is that they can be computed using Simplex-based decision procedures as a black box, allowing us to make use of the highly tuned implementations present in many state-of-the-art SMT solvers.
Intuitively, while computing the decomposed interpolants we do not directly sum the inequalities in A, but, instead, we split the sum into sub-sums. The result is an interpolant that is a conjunction of often more than one component of the Farkas interpolant. This allows us not only to solve the convergence problem observed in model checking examples, but also to gain more control over the strength of LRA interpolants. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are 1. a new Farkas-lemma-based interpolation algorithm for LRA that is able to deal with convergence problems in model-checking benchmarks while still relying on a highly efficient Simplex-based decision procedure, 2. establishing properties regarding logical strength of interpolants produced by our interpolation algorithm with respect to the original Farkas interpolants, 3. implementation of our new interpolation algorithm in OpenSMT, our SMT solver, and integration of our approach with the model checker sally 4. experiments showing that the new approach is efficient in model checking, in particular in showing systems unsafe.
While the underlying intuition is simple, we quote here Jean D'Alembert (1717 -1783) in saying that Algebra is generous; she often gives more than is asked of her : Our detailed analysis in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 shows that the structure of the problem is surprisingly rich. Our experiments in Sec. 6 verify that the phenomena are practically relevant. Overall a portfolio constructed from our interpolation algorithm is significantly better than a portfolio based purely on Farkas interpolants. We furthermore show for individual instances that the effect is consistent instead of arising from random effects.
Related work. The work on interpolation in LRA dates back to [30] . A compact set of rules for deriving LRA interpolants from the proof of unsatisfiability in an inference system was presented in [22] . The interpolants in these works were the Farkas interpolants. Current methods usually compute Farkas interpolants from explanations of unsatisfiability extracted directly from the Simplex-based decision procedure inside the SMT solver [15] . Recently in [2] , we presented a way of computing an infinite family of interpolants between a primal and a dual interpolant with variable strength. However, those interpolants are still restricted to single inequalities. The work most closely related to ours is [34] where the authors independently recognized the weakness of interpolation based on Farkas coefficients. They introduce a new interpolation procedure that gives guarantees of convergence of a special sequence of interpolation problems often occurring in model checking problems. However, this interpolation algorithm is based on a different decision procedure, called conflict resolution [24] , which, based on the results reported in [34] , is not as efficient as the Simplex-based decision procedure. In contrast, we show how the original approach based on the Simplex-based decision procedure and Farkas coefficients can be modified to produce interpolants not restricted to the single-inequality form, while additionally obtaining strength guarantees with respect to the original Farkas interpolants.
Other work on LRA interpolants include e.g. [1, 35, 33] . Both [1] and [35] focus on producing simple overall interpolants by attempting to reuse (partial) interpolants from pure LRA conflicts. Our focus is not on the overall interpolant, but on a single LRA conflict. However, in the context of interpolants from proofs produced by SMT solvers, our approach also has a potential for re-using components of interpolants for LRA conflicts across the whole proof. Beside algorithms for interpolants for LRA conflicts, there exist a large body of work on propositional interpolation. See, e.g. [13] .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we provide a concrete example model-checking problem where our approach guarantees immediate convergence but Farkas interpolation deviates. In Sec. 3 we define the notation used in the paper, and in Sec. 4 and 5 detail our main theoretical contribution. We provide experimental results in Sec. 6, and finally conclude in Sec. 7.
Motivation
Consider the transition system S = (I, T, Err ), where I and Err are, respectively, predicates that capture the initial and error states, and T is the transition function. The symbols x, y are real variables, and x , y are their next-state versions.
The system is one variant from a family of similar transition systems that are known to not converge in straightforward implementations of IC3-based algorithms using LRA interpolation. For example, both Spacer [23] (using interpolation algorithm of Z3 [28] ) and sally [21] (using interpolation algorithm of MathSAT [8] ) fail to compute a safe inductive invariant for this transition system. However, sally with our interpolation algorithm succeeds in computing the safe inductive invariant. 4 Closer examination of sally and Spacer reveals that the tools in their default configurations produce a divergent series of candidate invariants of the form 0 ≤ kx + y for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . The reason for producing such a series is that both tools rely on Farkas interpolants that always consist of a single inequality. Instead of generalizing the Farkas interpolants, an approach advocated in this work, interpolation based on a different decision procedure was proposed for sally in [34] , whereas SeaHorn [17] with Spacer as its underlying reasoning engine solves this issue with abstract interpretation.
In Sec. 4 we show how to modify the interpolation algorithm to produce in the general case a conjunction of multiple inequalities, leading, in this case, to the discovery of an inductive safe invariant x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 0. To avoid here a lengthy discussion on internals of IC3 but nevertheless provide a concrete example of the power of decomposed interpolants, we apply decomposed interpolants in a simple, interpolation-based procedure for computing inductive invariants for transition systems. This approach is a simplified version of k-induction (see, e.g., [26] ). When applied to the system in Eq. (1), we show that computing the Farkas interpolant fails and decomposed interpolant succeeds in producing a safe inductive invariant. A safe, inductive invariant for (I, T, Err ) is a predicate R that satisfies (1) I(X) → R(X), (2) R(X) ∧ T (X, X ) → R(X), and (3) R(X) ∧ Err (X) → ⊥. We may opportunistically try to synthesise R by interpolating over the interpolation problem (I(X), T (X, X ) ∧ Err (X )). Using the system S of Eq. (1), we obtain (x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 0, x = x + y ∧ y = y + 1 ∧ x < 0). A Farkas interpolant, the sum of the components from the A-part, is x + y ≥ 0, which is neither safe nor inductive for S. However, the decomposed interpolant (see Sec. 4) x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 is an inductive invariant.
Preliminaries
We work in the domain of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [12, 6] , where satisfiability of formulas is determined with respect to some background theory. In particular, we are concerned with the lazy approach to SMT, that combines SAT solver dealing with the propositional structure of a formula and theory solver for checking consistency of a conjunction of theory literals. The proof of unsatisfiability in this approach is basically a propositional proof that incorporates theory lemmas learnt by the theory solver and propagated to the SAT solver.
The proof-based interpolation algorithm then combines any propositional-proofbased interpolation algorithm with theory interpolator. Theory interpolator provides an interpolant for each theory conflict-an unsatisfiable conjunction of theory literals.
Linear arithmetic and linear algebra. We use the letters x, y, z to denote variables and c, k to denote constants. Vector of n variables is denoted by x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) where n is usually known from context.
The vector of all zeroes is denoted as 0 and e i denotes the unit vector with e i [i] = 1 and e i [j] = 0 for j = i. Q denotes the set of rational numbers, Q n the n-dimensional vector space of rational numbers and Q m×n the set of rational matrices with m rows and n columns. A transpose of matrix M is denoted as M . A kernel (also nullspace) of a matrix M is the vector space
We adopt the notation of matrix product for linear arithmetic. For a linear term l = c 1 x 1 + · · · + c n x n , we write c x to denote l. Without loss of generality we assume that all linear inequalities are of the form c x c with ∈ {≤, <}. By linear system over variables x we mean a finite set of linear inequalities S = {C i | i = 1, . . . , m}, where each C i is a linear inequality over x. Note that from the logical perspective, each C i is an atom in the language of the theory of linear arithmetic, thus system S can be expressed as a formula m i=1 C i and we use these representations interchangeably. A linear system is satisfiable if there exists an evaluation of variables that satisfies all inequalities; otherwise, it is unsatisfiable. This is the same as the (un)satisfiability of the formula representing the system.
We extend the matrix notation also to the linear system and we write Cx ≤ c to denote the linear system S where C denotes the matrix of all coefficients of the system, x are the variables and c is the vector of the right sides of the inequalities. With the matrix notation, we can easily express the sum of (multiples) of inequalities. Given a system of inequalities Cx ≤ c and a vector of "weights" (multiples) of the inequalities k ≥ 0, the inequality that is the (weighted) sum of the system can be expressed as k Cx ≤ k c. Note that if at least one inequality in the system is strict, then its sum is a strict inequality. For the sake of simplicity, we use ≤ notation, as the theory and the algorithm work the same way also in the presence of strict inequalities.
Craig interpolation. Given two formulas A(x, y) and B(y, z) such that A ∧ B is unsatisfiable, a Craig interpolant [9] is a formula I(y) such that A =⇒ I and I =⇒ ¬B.
The pair of formulas (A, B) is also referred to as an interpolation problem. In linear arithmetic, the interpolation problem is a linear system S partitioned into two parts: A and B.
One way to compute a solution to an interpolation problem in linear arithmetic, used in many modern SMT solvers, is based on Farkas' lemma [16, 36] . Farkas' lemma states that for an unsatisfiable system of linear inequalities S ≡ Cx ≤ c there exist
In other words, the weighted sum of the system given by the Farkas coefficients is a contradictory inequality. If S contains strict inequality, the witness weighted sum might also be 0 < 0.
The idea behind the interpolation algorithm based on Farkas coefficients is simple. Intuitively, given the partition of the linear system into A and B, we compute only the weighted sum of A. It is not hard to see that this sum is an interpolant. It follows from A because a weighted sum of a linear system with non-negative weights is always implied by the system. It is inconsistent with B because its sum with the weighted sum of B (using Farkas coefficients) is a contradictory inequality by Farkas lemma. Finally, it cannot contain any A-local variables, because in the weighted sum of the whole system all variables are eliminated, A-local variables are not present in B, so they must be eliminated already in the weighted sum of A.
More formally, for an unsatisfiable linear system S ≡ Cx ≤ c over n variables, where C ∈ Q m×n , c ∈ Q m , and its partition to
and the Farkas interpolant for (A, B) is the inequality
Definition 1 (decomposed interpolants). Given an interpolation instance (A, B), if there exists a sum of the form Eq. (3) such that the left side of Eq. (4) contains only shared variables for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j, then the set of inequalities S = {I 1 , . . . , I j } is a decomposition. In that case the formula
The decomposed interpolants are proper interpolants, as stated in the following theorem.
. This is immediate from the fact that A is a system of linear inequalities
DI contains only shared variables by the definition of decomposition (Def 1). Therefore, I
DI is an interpolant.
Each interpolation instance has a DI of size one, a trivial decomposition, corresponding to the Farkas interpolant of Eq. (2). However, interpolation problems in general can admit bigger decompositions. In the following we give a concrete example of an instance with decomposition of size two. we obtain the decomposition {x 2 ≤ 0, x 3 ≤ 0} corresponding to the decomposed interpolant I DI ≡ x 2 ≤ 0 ∧ x 3 ≤ 0 of size two.
Strength-Based Ordering of Decompositions
Here we define an order on decompositions for a single interpolation problem. Proof. Informally, the implication follows from the fact that each linear inequality of I D2 is a sum of some inequalities in I D1 . Formally, let I i denote the i-th inequality in
implies every conjunct of I D2 .
Note that the trivial, single-element decomposition corresponding to Farkas interpolant is the greatest element of this decomposition ordering. Also, for any decomposition of size more than one, replacing any number of elements by their sum yields a coarser decomposition. A possible reason to use a coarser decomposition may be that summing up some of the elements of a decomposition may result in eliminating a shared variable from the decomposition.
Duality
Let Itp denote an interpolation procedure and let Itp(A, B) stand for the interpolant computed by Itp for an interpolation problem (A, B). Then by Itp we denote the dual interpolation procedure, which works as follows: Itp (A, B) = ¬Itp(B, A). The duality theorem for interpolation states that Itp is correct interpolation procedure. This can be shown by verifying that the three interpolation conditions hold for Itp (A, B), given they hold for Itp(B, A).
Let us denote the interpolation procedure based on Farkas' lemma as Itp F and the interpolation procedure computing decomposed interpolants as Itp DI . The relation between Itp F and its dual Itp F has been established in [2] , namely that Itp F (A, B) =⇒ Itp F (A, B) . We have shown in Lemma 1 that decomposed interpolant always implies Farkas interpolant computed from the same Farkas coefficients. This means that Itp DI (A, B) =⇒ Itp F (A, B) .
We can use this result to establish similar result for the dual interpolation procedures. Since Itp DI (B, A) =⇒ Itp F (B, A), it follows that ¬Itp F (B, A) =⇒ ¬Itp DI (B, A) and consequently Itp F (A, B) =⇒ Itp DI (A, B) .
Putting all the results on logical strength together, we obtain
Note that while both Itp F and Itp F produce interpolants which are a single inequality and interpolants produced by Itp DI are conjunctions of inequalities, interpolants produced by Itp DI are disjunctions of inequalities.
In the following section, we describe the details of the Itp DI interpolation procedure.
Finding Decompositions
In this section we present our approach for finding decompositions for linear arithmetic interpolation problems given their Farkas coefficients.
We focus on the task of finding decomposition of k A C A x. Recall that C A ∈ Q l×n and x is a vector of variables of length n. Without loss of generality assume that there are no B-local variables since columns of C A corresponding to B-local variables would contain all zeroes by definition in any case.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, assume the variables in the inequalities of A are ordered such that all A-local variables are before the shared ones. Then let us write
with x L the vector of A-local variables of size p, x S the vector of shared variables of size q, n = p + q, L ∈ Q l×p and S ∈ Q l×q . We know that k A L = 0 and the goal is to find k A,i such that i k A,i = k A and for
In the following we will consider two cases for computing the decompositions. We first study a common special case where the system A contains rows with no local variables, and give a linear-time algorithm for computing the decompositions. We then move to the general case where the rows of A contain local variables, and provide a decomposition algorithm based on computing a vector basis for a null space of a matrix obtained from A.
Trivial Elements
First, consider a situation where there is a linear inequality with no local variables. This means there is a row j in C A (denoted as C Aj ) such that all entries in columns corresponding to local variables are 0, i.e., L j = 0 . Then {I 1 , I 2 } for k A,1 = k A [j] × e j and k A,2 = k A − k A,1 is a decomposition. Intuitively, any linear inequality that contains only shared variables can form a stand-alone element of a decomposition. When looking for finest decomposition, we do this iteratively for all inequalities with no local variables. In the next part we show how to look for a non-trivial decomposition when dealing with local variables.
Decomposing in the Presence of Local Variables
For this section, assume that L has no zero rows (we have shown how to deal with such rows in 5.1). We are going to search for a non-trivial decomposition starting with the following observation:
input : matrix M , vector v such that v ∈ ker(M ) and v > 0 output: (w1, . . . , wm), a decomposition of v, such that w i ∈ ker(M ), w i ≥ 0 and (v, (b1, . . . , bn) 
Let us denote by
Theorem 2. Let v 1 , . . . , v n be n linearly independent vectors from K such that ∃α 1 , . . . , α n with α i v i ≥ 0 for all i and
Proof. The theorem follows from the definition of decomposition (Def. 1). From the assumptions of the theorem we immediately obtain k A = n i=1 w i and w i ≥ 0. Moreover, w i ∈ K, since v i ∈ K and w i = α i v i . As a consequence, L w i = 0 and it follows that there are no A-local variables in w i C A x. Corollary 1. Let B denote a basis of K such that ∀w ∈ B, w ≥ 0 and k A belongs to the conical hull of B. Then B forms a decomposition. In addition, it is the finest decomposition in the sense that it is the minimal element of the decomposition order ≺.
Based on Corollary 1, we search for decomposition of Farkas coefficients k A by computing basis of the kernel of the matrix of A-local variables L, as in Algorithm 1.
Function Nullity returns the dimension of the kernel. This can be efficiently computed for example using Rank-Nullity Theorem by computing Row Echelon Form of M by Gaussian elimination. Only if nullity is at least 2, we can hope to find any non-trivial decomposition.
Function KernelBasis returns a basis of the kernel of given matrix while function Coordinates returns the coordinates of the given vector with respect to the given basis. If the components of the linear combination are all nonnegative, it is a true decomposition, otherwise, it cannot be used and we fall back to the trivial decomposition leading to the original Farkas interpolant. An algorithm to compute a basis of the kernel of a matrix can be found in any good introductory book on Linear Algebra, see e.g. [4] .
We noticed that sometimes the computed basis is not good, but it can be modified to get a suitable basis and we implemented a simple heuristic to do this.
Experiments
We have implemented our algorithm in our SMT solver OpenSMT [19] , which had already provided a variety of interpolation algorithms for propositional logic [31, 20] , theory of uninterpreted functions [3] and theory of linear real arithmetic [2] . We implemented both primal and dual versions of decomposed interpolation algorithm, which return the finest decomposition they can find.
We evaluated the effect of decomposed interpolants in a model-checking scenario using the model checker sally, which relies on OpenSMT for interpolation. 5 The pdkind engine of sally was used, relying on Yices [14] for satisfiability queries and OpenSMT for interpolation queries. We experimented with four LRA interpolation algorithms: the original interpolation algorithms based on Farkas' lemma, Itp F and Itp F , and the interpolation algorithm computing decomposed interpolants, Itp DI and Itp DI . In each case, we used McMillan's interpolation rules [26] for the Boolean part. For comparison, we ran also a version of sally using MathSAT in its default settings as an interpolation engine instead of OpenSMT. Since OpenSMT does not support the combination of incremental functionality and interpolation, sally was also using MathSAT in non-incremental mode in this setting. The results are summarised in Figures 1  and 2 , and Table 1 . The result of a portfolio is the virtual best of the results of individual algorithms in the portfolio. The original portfolio of OpenSMT consists of Itp F and Itp F , while in the new portfolio Itp DI and Itp DI are added.
We used the same benchmarks as in [34] . They consist of several problem sets related to fault-tolerant algorithms (om, ttesynchro, ttastartup,unifapprox, azadmanesh, approxagree, hacms, misc), benchmarks from software model checking (cav12, ctigar), benchmarks from the benchmark suite of kind model checker (lustre), simple concurrent programs (conc), and problems modelling a lock-free hash table (lfht). Each benchmark is a transition system defined by formulas characterizing initial states and the transition relation. In addition, each benchmark defines a property that should hold for the system. sally can finish with two possible answers: valid means the property holds and a safe invariant implying the property has been found; invalid means the property does not hold and a counterexample leading to a state where the property does not hold has been found. In the plots, we denote the answers as + and •, respectively.
The benchmarks were run on Linux machines with Intel E5-2650 v3 processor (2.3 GHz) with 64GB of available memory. Each benchmark was restricted to 600 seconds of running time and to 4GB of memory. OpenSMT new portfolio Fig. 2 shows the benefit of the new portfolio by comparing the model checker performance to one using a different SMT solver. As far as we know, Math-SAT also computes interpolants from the proof of unsatisfiability and uses interpolation algorithm based on Farkas' lemma for LRA conflicts. Comparing to OpenSMT's Itp F , we see that most probably due to the differences in the implementation of the SMT solver, the version of sally using MathSAT is superior. However, using the portfolio of interpolation procedures available in OpenSMT bridges the gap and allows sally to solve more benchmarks as can be seen in Table 1 . This also shows a potential improvement for MathSAT if it would offer the same portfolio of interpolation procedures as OpenSMT does. Table 1 demonstrates the gain in the performance of the model checker from expanding the interpolation portfolio to include Itp DI and Itp DI . The results are summarised by category with first column showing the name of the category and the number of benchmarks in this category, and the two columns per interpolation engine show how many benchmarks were successfully solved (validated/invalidated) within the limits and the total running time spent on solved benchmarks. With the new interpolation algorithm added to the portfolio not only is the model checker able to solve more instances, but it is also able to do so in less time. Table 2 answers the question how often in these model-checking benchmarks the new interpolation procedure manages to decompose the Farkas coefficients, thus returning a different interpolant than the original procedure would.
The statistics differ for Itp DI and Itp DI due to the special nature of the interpolation problems in the model checking algorithm from IC3 family, where the B-part of the interpolation problem always contains only shared symbols. Theoretically, this means there is no chance for Itp DI to discover any nontrivial elements of decomposition as there are no B-local variables. On the other hand, this means that decomposition to trivial elements is always possible, as all B-inequalities contain only shared variables. In our implementation, however, we consider the locality of a variable not from the global point of the whole interpolation problem, but from of the local point of current theory conflict. As a consequence, even if a variable is shared in the whole problem, it is sometimes considered local in the interpolation problem for the current theory conflict and the interpolant is not decomposed even if, from a global point of view, it could have been.
For Itp DI , we show first in how many benchmarks there was at least a single decomposition (any vs. with at least one trivial element vs. with at least one non-trivial element). Then, we counted how many interpolation problems for theory conflict occurred during solving and removed those where there was not even theoretical possibility for decomposition. These include the problems where all inequalities were from one part of the problem (resulting in trivial interpolants, either or ⊥) and also the problems with a single inequality in the A-part (trivially yielding an interpolant equal to that inequality). After subtracting these, we got the numbers in the column "#non-triv. LRA itps". Finally, the last column reports how many of these non-trivial interpolants were actually successfully decomposed (with at least one trivial element vs. with at least one non-trivial element). Note that it can happen that a successful decomposition contains both trivial and non-trivial elements. For Itp DI we leave out the statistics for decomposition with non-trivial elements, since they occur in these benchmarks very rarely only. We see that at least one decomposition was possible in only roughly half of all the benchmarks. This explains why there are many points on (or extremely close to) the diagonal in Fig. 1 . On the other hand, it shows that the test for the possibility of decomposition is very cheap and does not present a significant overhead. Another conclusion we can draw is that when the structure of the benchmark allows decomposition, the decomposition can often be discovered in many of the interpolation problems for theory conflicts that appear during the solving.
During the evaluation, we noticed that a small change in the solver sometimes had a huge effect on the performance of the model checker for a particular benchmark. It made previously unsolved instance solvable in tens of seconds or the other way around. To confirm that on some benchmarks Itp DI is really better than Itp F , we ran the model checker 100 times on chosen benchmarks, each time with a different random seed set for the interpolating solver.
We found out that benchmark dillig03.c.mcmt from category ctigar is exactly of the type where model checker using Itp F does not converge (in all 100 runs) while Itp DI ensures convergence in 0.2 seconds (in all 100 runs). Other benchmarks that Itp F was not able to solve at all are fib bench safe v1.mcmt from category conc and large const c.mcmt from category ctigar, while Itp DI was able to solve them in 42 runs on average in 377 seconds, and in 80 runs on average in 97 seconds, respectively. Finally, the benchmark DRAGON 13.mcmt from category lustre was solved by Itp F in 5 runs on average in 539 seconds, while it was solved by Itp DI in 23 runs on average in 441 seconds.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new interpolation algorithm for linear real arithmetic that generalizes the interpolation algorithm based on Farkas' lemma used in modern SMT solvers. We showed that the algorithm is able to compute interpolants in the form of a conjunction of inequalities that are logically stronger than the single inequality returned by the original approach. This is useful in the IC3-style model-checking algorithms where Farkas interpolants have been shown to be a source of incompleteness. In our experiments, we have demonstrated that the opportunity to decompose Farkas interpolants occurs frequently in practice and that the decomposition often leads to (i) shortening of solving time and, in some cases, to (ii) solving a problem not solvable by the previous approach.
As the next steps, we want to investigate how to automatically determine what kind of interpolant would be more useful for the current interpolation query in IC3-style model-checking algorithms. We also plan to investigate other uses of interpolation in model checking where stronger (or weaker) interpolants are desirable [32] .
